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"It's brown, it's an ale-.tre we going to fast for you?" So reads the title of Chapter 2 of this newest installment, Brown,4/e, issue
no.14, of the Classic Beer Series, published by the Association of Brewers, through their subsidiary, Brewers Fublications.

Brown ale often is the first beer attempted by novice homebrewers. It is, however, a beer style whose definition is often disputed
by beer authorities and commercial brewers. Homebrewing emphasizes hops and "lots of everything", whereas "craft brewers
consider their brown ales as a natural antidote to a highly hopped flagship pale ale." Is brown ale defined by its color, or by a
flavor common to all beers under the rubric of its name?

Jim Parker, formerly of the American Homebrew Association, and Ray Daniels, a beer author and
duality in their book Brown AIe. And they do offe1an answer.

They begin, sleuthing its historical begirnings, drawing thought provoking conclusions. Some
understanding of not only brown ale, but of porter, stout, mild, AND pale ale.

educator, adroitly address this

of these may influence our

The authors suggest that pre-1700 beers may not have been as dark, murky, or smoky as other writers have claimed. Brewers,
before the 1700's, often relied on raw grains in place of malted barley, because of their easier availability and cheaper price.
Malsters themselves preferred straw to wood when kilning the barley malt, because of lower cost, but also because of better
results. Both of these practices would have produced beer, as an old source states, "yellow as the gold noble." Daniels and Parker
quote another passage, this from 1542: "It [beer] must be freshe and cleare, it must not be ropy nor smoky." And even though
English brewers were slow to embrace the use of hops, their judicious infusion of spices, produced ales, which were not nearly as
sweet as has been claimed. In a later chapter, the autlrors provide a fascinating digest ofthese herbs and flavoring agents.

The authors turn from there, to the introduction ofhops, to kilning with coke, and to the consequent industrialization ofbeer. It is
here that the histories of mild, brown ale, porter, and stout are simultaneously intertwined yet confused. Malts were changing;
procedures were being modernized; the nomenclature being used to describe darker beers became all jumbled up. One brewery's
mild could be anotheds porter; there were mentions of brown and pale (!) stout. In fact, the earliest brewery reference to brown
ale, which the authors have discovered, is from 1748!

It was not until the 20th century that brown ale returned in a substantive way. According to the head brewer at Fuller's Brewery in
London, London-stfe brown ale was developed as the bottled version of mild. (By the 1950's, mild itself had evolved
dramatically into a darb low-alcohol, usually somewhat sweet, ale, served on cask.)

In 1924, Colonel Jim Porter (what an appropriate name!) of Scottish qnd Newcostle Breweries in northern England, developed
Newcasile Brown Ale. The bottled ale became instantly popular, and is now considered a classic. Locals and fans refer to the beer
as 'Newkie'and also, the dog.' Possibly to ensure matrimonial harmony, the euphemistic nugget "walking the dog" has arisen to
describe going out to the local pub for a pint.

@y the way, the authors indirectly define Nut-Brown ale: "Despite the nut brown name, (the beer) is opaquely dark." Thus the
term nut-brown refers to color, not flavor.)

The most recent evolution of brown ale occurred in the early 1980's. Homebrewers, in local competitions in Texas and Califomia,
created brown ales which were much hoppier and maltier than their English counterparts. Since then, many American
craftbrewers have adopted this as their style benchmark.

Thus Daniels and Parker demonstrate that brown ale, until recent history, was a descriptive distinction. They suggest that brewers
and beer experts should look to modern interpretations to actually define the style.



And what are those modern interoretations?

Daniels and Parker list 350 commercial brown ales which were available in 1996. They analyze twelve of these beers, choosing
bottled beers, to facilitate accessibility to the reader. This is a small sample, to be sure, but it includes important breweries such as
Brooklyn, Great Lakes, Pete's, Pyramid, and Goose Islond. Such analysis helps to illuminate the reasoning behind their assertions,

(t think that Daniels and Parker have never found a statistic they didn't liket For example, in a later chapter, they mention that, of
the recipes in Stephen Beaumont's Brewpub Cookbook, l0olo use brown ale as an ingredient, whereas 8o/o ue served with a brown
ale.)

Comparing these analyses with the published brown ale guidelines of the Association of Brewers and the American Homebrewers
Association, the authors have found that "more than90Yo of the beers fell outside these parameters. If commercial practice dictates
style parameters, then clearly American brown ale needs a new set of values."

So, based upon actual commercial and homebrew practice, Daniels and Parker have redefined the style. They identify five
sub-categories: Northern Englis[ Londorq Texas, American, and American Specialty. They depict each style quantitatively, with
established brewing pa.rameters, such as SRM, IBU, specific gavlty and the like. They also use qualitative descriptors more useful
to the non-brewing beer enthusiast, such as arom4 appearance, flavor, body, finish, etc. They list several bottled commercial
examples for each ofthe styles they describe-

The Northern English style is based upon the profile of Newcastle Brown, moderately attired in all aspects.

London Brown is similar to the modern interpretation of a mild ale (except in some New World models, which though alike in
flavor, are richer in content.) The authors cite Rock Creek NutrageorJ as one example.

American Brown Ales are higher in alcohol, darker, hoppier in aroma and taste, and more bitter than their British cousins. Try
Pete's lI/icked Ale, "tlte granddaddy of the American brown ale style."

Texas Brown AIes are more bitter still and emphasize American variety hop aroma and flavor, resiny and citrusy. The authors
look to Red Hook Nut Brown AIe as one ercample (Texas Browns were nearly contemporaneous in birth with the American
Homebrew Association, but are still not accorded stylistic recognition by that organization.)

American Specialty Brown Ales simultaneously hearken towards historical re-creations and modern creations. The common point'
is the use of unuzual ingredients. Homebrewers are most adventuresome in this regard. To sample a commercial specialty, Parker
invites you to visit him at the Wo$Tongte Brewpub, in Nederland, CO, where he plans to brew a maple sugar brown alel

"Brewers once used spices out of necessity and sugars out of economy. These days... we brew with odd things just to see what
they will taste like." Daniels and Parker offer a fascinating list of herbs which were at one time used to brew beer, (They do warn
that one should always check before using an unusual herb, as some are poisonous!) Two herbs, alecost and alehoof sound
appropriate, if only for their names!

The authors discuss the use of, not standard cane or corn sugar, but flavored sugars, whose very impurities impart distinctive
characteristics. Molasses (the British call it treacle) was once a frequently added ingredient. The authors make mention of other
flavored sugars, offering procedures, and zuggesting proportions.

As mentioned earlier, past brewers preferred NOT to brew with smoky-flavored malts. Daniels and Parker, however, do ofer
instructions for creating smoked malt. They describe techniques to duplicate other older malts, such as brown and amber malts,
which are no longer readily available.

But what makes a brown ale a brown ale?

It is in this chapter, that Daniels and Parker point to the most likely candidate: caramel malts. When brewers infuse these caramel
malts, especially the darker varieties, into the grists of their brown ales, they produce ales of rich color, malt complexity, and a
"sweet, deep caramellike flavor that many beer lovers describe as "luscious." It is this wonderful duality, full flavor, yet
drinkable quality, which is the hallmark of brown ale, " ...the sublime result- a beer that is at once luxurious and quaffable."
Brewers may be surprised to find that some 33olo of commercial American Brown ales also contain roasted barley, an ingredient
more commonly found in stouts.



(The kettles of older breweries were directly heated in a process similar to a homebrewer's pot on a stove. At the high
temperatures produced of over 400"F, malt sugars were further caramelized, imparting an extra dimension of complexity. Most
craft breweries, however, utilize kettles indirectly heated by low-pressure steam, in which the interface barely reaches 230 "F.
Maybe all those old advertisements for "fire-brewed" Stroh's were onto something!)

The authors muse out loud about mashing with mild ale malt in place of pale malt, as the base or principal component in a brown
ale grist. (This reviewer is an advocate, having employed mild ale malt conunercially. It is somewhat darker than pale malt, and
imbues a beer with flavors ranging from nutty to slightly smoky. We also share a fondness for Special B, a Belgian specialty malt,
that imparts a black currant fruitiness.)

When discussmg hop formulatioq the authors turn again to commercially available brown ales. They list hops according to their
bittering flavor, and aroma. Ecrst Kent Gotdings, for example, which many consider the sine qua non of English hops, Daniels and
Parker describe as "spicy, almost sweet [in] flavor and aroma." That may be a ostensible contradiction, but it's an apt description.
Daniels reintroduces a valuable tool he first expounded upon in his book, Desigting Great Beers: the BU.GU ratio. It's a measure
of the balance between malt sweetness and hop bitterness, allowing a brewer to compare consistency and perceived bitterness,
between his and other's beers.

The authors mention specific yeast strains, each appropriate to different styles of brown ale. British yeasts are fruitier and less
attenuative. American yeasts are cleaner and less sweet. The addresses ofyeast suppliers are provided.

Brewing techniques for brown ales do not differ dramatically from those already practiced by American homebrewers and
craftbrewers. So for general advice and instruction applying to brewing, a homebrewer should study a text devoted to such.
Brewers should approach this book" instead, as an addendunq addressing the concerns ofbrown ales.

Daniels and Parker do mention some of the more (to Americans) idiosyncratic methods of British brewers. These would include
settling tanks, the Yorkshire slates still used by Samuel Smith Brewery, and the Burton Union system of Marston's Brewery. These
last two are extant links to the methods of earlier generations; the authors descriptions of them make for fascinating reading.

Some of the old yeasts used at these breweries require heroic efforts to ferment properly. Unfortunately for us here in the US, the
resultant beers may lack the stability needed to survive export. The authors, with a wry wink, suggest that craft brewers "whose
greatest creative talent comes in the naming of beers that have strayed from their intended course... (and) have an oxidized,
yeast-bitten beer ...simply present it as an experiment in Yorkshire-style brewingl"

Did you know that.ly'ewcastle Brown Ale is actually a mifiure of strong and weak ale, blended at the brewery? Parker and Daniels
show the reader how to prepare two different ales and blend them to produce a Newcastle clone. They offer recipes for each of the
other four brown ale styles they have identified.

Chapter 6 of Brown Ale is a small but incisive chapter that includes recommendations as to glasswarg serving temperatures, and
food mates. Believe it or not, but brown ale is a versatile accompaniment to food as diverse as apple pie, barbecue, and sushi!
Don't fail to try concocting a "Hot Scotchie," first introduced by the late brewer Russell Scherer. Sometimes referred to as a

"Colorado Coflee," it's a warming mixture of single malt scotch and sweet unfermented wort drawn from the mash tun!

Also in this chapter, Daniels and Parker offer readers a brief introduction to beer cuisine. Beer is a wonderful yet under
appreciated liquid for cooking. Its hop bitterness, howwer, is augmented, sometimes unpleasantly, as it reduces in a cooking pot.
Brown ale, on the other hand, offers enough maltiness and fruitiness to balance its hop bitterness. (This is a point often neglected
in other books which are devoted solely to cooking with beer. )

My family volunteered as guinea pig for the Bachelor Stew of p.146. Basically a hearty vegetable stew, its 'soupiness' comes from
brown ale alone! We used Brooklyn Bnyn Ale. The stew was filling, gently srileet, with but a token of bitterness. Our only
complaint was that the recipe could have been more specific as to spicing.

. When bland American lager was the only type of beer available for cooking or consumption, it was zufficient to instruct, "Just use

" a beer-" Now with the delicious proliferation of styles and flavors, it isn't. Daniels and Parker, in the recipes they offer, always
suggest specific brands, styles, or flavors.

The author Michael Jackson once wrote, "When I finish the bottle, I want to be whistling the tune." Ray Daniels and Jim Parker
have provided a melody for the amateur and professional brewer alike. Brown Ale gSves us just enough... but encourages us as
brewers and enjoyers to take advantage ofthe "endless opporhrnities for exploration" afforded by its namesake.

The well-annotated references and the appended bibliography, themselves are a valuable trove of further reading on the science,
art, and history of beer, let alone Brown ale.


